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1. INTRODUCTION
Cylindrical gear design is often referred to as a topic that hardly
involves novelty. In reality however, it remains even to this day a key
development area for several industrial applications. As with other
machine elements, the ever-increasing expectations due to development
competition necessitate a constant review of the design methods. These
changes, of course, do not mean a complete revision of the standard
methods, but they outline such recommendations and practical
additions that can provide the development engineer with a basis for
non-conventional solutions.

1.1. SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND
Over time, a number of solutions have emerged to describe the
contact and tooth root stress and single stiffness of involute, externaltoothed, cylindrical gears from which the now dominant, in many cases
standardised, analytical design procedures emerged. These methods
provide a general overview of the research results available in the given
subject areas.
Both the European DIN 3990 [DIN3990II], ISO 6336 [ISO
6336II] and the American AGMA 2001 [AGMA 2001] standardised
calculation methods consider the value of Hertz stress [Hertz 81] as the
relevant criterion for determining the surface durability of gears. Here
we must mention Emil Vidéky, who was one of the first to propose the
Hertz stress as a basis when designing for surface durability.
Of course, surface durability can be influenced by a number of
parameters. Targeted test runs were performed for gears of a given
material in order to take into account the most important factors. The
results obtained enable the standardised calculations to apply the
specified Hertz stress criterion to gears of different sizes and operating
ranges. The contact stress, or more precisely the static contact stress on
intact teeth can be used as an unambiguous design criterion.
Over the years, a number of methods, in many cases
standardised ones, have emerged to test involute external cylindrical
gears for tooth bending strength. These include the ISO 6336
[ISO6336III], DIN 3990 [DIN3990III], AGMA 2001 [AGMA2001],
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FVA 264 [FVA264] and ÖNORM M6740 [ÖNORM6740] methods.
These calculations are based on the determination of the maximum
nominal drive side tooth root stress due to the static nominal torque for
meshed intact teeth.
All previous solutions try to determine the safety against tooth
breakage of a given gear using a stress value taken at a critical point of
the selected section in the tooth root curve. However, recommendations
have also been made which seek to review this conventional approach.
One such option has been offered by the former VDI 2226 [VDI2226]
calculation approach, which, like the previous procedures, also
assumed a purely pulsating stress. The peculiarity of this method is that
it has not unambiguously attributed the maximum reduced drive side
stress in the dangerous cross-section to the outer point on the tooth root
curve and to a pre-selected contact position.
The effect of the adjacent coast side tooth root stress on the
drive side tooth bending stress, thus taking into account the tooth root
stress fluctuation, is described by Linke and Börner [Linke,H.94] and
Linke et al. [Linke,H.12] [Linke,H.16] among others. It is important to
adjust the value of the allowable limiting stress depending on the nature
of the load in these calculations.
It is of paramount importance in the design of gears to map the
deformation conditions during meshing as accurately as possible. The
basic criterion of these calculations is the determination of the single
stiffness of the element pairs as accurately as possible, which expresses
the force requirement for a normal deformation of 1 µm of an intact pair
of teeth assumed to be 1 mm wide. Over time, several analytical models
have been developed to approximate the deformation of cylindrical
gears. Of these, the most significant methods in Europe are the
mechanical model described by Weber and Banaschek [Weber,C.55]
and the standardised method found in both ISO 6336 [ISO6336I] and
DIN 3990 [DIN3990I]. It is important to note that the history of the two
methods is by no means independent of each other, since the formula
for the theoretical maximum single stiffness in the standard was
developed by Schäfer [Schäfer, W.F.71] precisely as an approximation
of the Weber-Banaschek solution using series expansion.
Validation of the analytically calculated single stiffness by
measurements can be found in Winter and Podlesnik [Winter,H.83I],
[Winter,H.83II], [Winter,H.84] using a joint investigation of combined
6

and partial deformations. Based on the results obtained, the authors
formulated modifying factors to extend the Schäfer relationship. In
addition to taking into account the tooth geometrical characteristics, the
solution obtained is also suitable for handling the shape of the gear body
and the effect of the specific load with the help of various factors. In
addition, differences between the measurement and analytical results
were eliminated by modifying factors, the differences mainly being due
to a significant underestimation of the contact zone deformation in the
calculations. The factors thus defined, even if not always in the same
form, appear in ISO 6336 and DIN 3990.
The general demand for modern power drive components is to
continuously increase the torque that can be transmitted with the same
dimensions. Increasing requirements have in some cases led to the
optimisation of toothed element pairs according to the direction of
rotation, which has resulted in the appearance of asymmetric profiles in
several areas. Several experimental and simulation studies have
investigated the advantages of these element pairs over their symmetric
counterparts and integrated these designs into standardised
computational procedures.
Experimental results on the investigation of properties of
asymmetric element pairs include Brecher and Schäfer [Brecher, C.05],
Ekwaro-Osire et al. [Ekwaro, S.09], Brown et al. [Brown, FW10],
Sanders [Sanders, AA10] and Gacka et al. [FVA 484I] and Demet and
Ersoyoǧlu [Demet, SM18].
In any case, research into the integration of these profiles into
various standardised procedures deserves special attention. Approaches
can be found in both Mohammad and Mushin [Mohamm, Q.A.12],
Moya et al. [Moya, J.L.10], Cavdar et al. [Cavdar, K.05], Karpat et al.
[Karpat, F.05], Singh and Senthilvelan [Singh,V.07] and in Prabhu
Sekar and Muthuveerappan [Sekar, R.15]. The thesis of Langheinrich
[Langheinr, A.14] is particularly important on the topic of extending
analytical calculations common in Europe to an asymmetric case.
Langheinrich reviews in detail his geometrical limitations and
measurement possibilities, including the mathematical description of
the backlash. The author successfully adopts the ISO 6336 [ISO
6336III], FVA 264 [FVA 264] formulas to external tooth root stress and
the ISO 6336 [ISO 6336I] and Weber-Banaschek [Weber, C.55] single
stiffness formulas to asymmetric cases.
7

1.2. OBJECTIVES
The present work deals with the single stiffness and tooth root
stress pattern of cylindrical involute gears with external teeth as a
function of geometry. The investigations of the thesis can be divided
into two major groups. The first explores the correlation of finite
element results of symmetric profile gears using analytical methods,
and the second analyses the effect of asymmetric tooth profile on the
investigated parameters.
In addition to the analysis of the effective tooth root stress of
symmetrical profile element pairs, special emphasis is placed on the
mapping of the position of the dangerous section and the stress
fluctuation of the load during meshing. ISO 6336 and AGMA 2001D04 provide a basis for numerical calculations. The purpose of the
calculations performed is to highlight the differences between
numerical and standardised analytical methods and the weight of
omission used by the latter. The aim of comprehensive studies is to
show how simplified approximations of standardised solutions that are
so crucial in practice complement each other, create a mature design
procedure and can be applied well and with sufficient accuracy.
When studying the single stiffness of symmetrical tooth gears, the
calculation algorithm of the ISO 6336 standard and the WeberBanaschek analytical model provide a basis for comparison. However,
these methods take into account the deformation of limited ranges of
hubs. Furthermore, the distortion of the gear bodies, with the exception
of the hub factor used by ISO, is interpreted merely as a function of the
profile shape. In addition, the two analytical methods, despite their
relationship of origin, do not necessarily predict the same absolute value
for the single stiffness.
In the case of the numerical calculations described in this work,
the aim is not to map the analytical solutions as accurately as possible
using artificial geometric boundaries. The finite element simulations
take into account the entire rim in each case. The obtained results are
evaluated as the percentage effect of the change of various geometrical
parameters on the single stiffness. The calculations performed in this
way provide a good overview of the differences in the sensitivity of the
geometry in the numerical models for different rim thicknesses
compared to the analytical methods.
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Another topic of investigation in the determination of single
stiffness is the representation of the absolute value of single stiffness of
element pairs with solid disc hubs using a combined analytical and
finite element method. This is because the rims in contact or, if
analytical methods are used, their parts considered, and the hubs can be
treated as springs connected in series to describe the contact stiffness.
If the rim thickness is chosen properly, the deformation of the gear
bodies can be considered to be independent of the actual profile shape.
Consequently, the absolute value of stiffness change can be determined
from the stiffness change of the rims. The issue being considered is
therefore the accuracy with which the ISO and Weber-Banaschek
methods, which describe the distortion of the meshed teeth and their
boundary segments, are used to describe the absolute value of single
stiffness knowing the individual hub stiffnesses.
In addition to the calculations mentioned earlier, the numerical
contact stress of each element pair is also analysed. The results obtained
were compared to those from Hertz's analytical contact model. To
discuss the topic in depth, it is important to know the omissions inherent
in the analytical modelling of surface durability. The conclusions made
here play a role both in the structure of finite element models and in
clarifying the differences between the analytical and numerical results
obtained. The obtained correlation is of paramount importance in
verifying the correct setting of the finite element models because,
according to the de Saint-Venant principle, the greatest difficulty in
simulations is the accurate mapping of the direct surroundings of the
contact itself.
Following the investigation of the symmetrical profile variants,
the effects of asymmetric tooth profile design on the discussed
parameters have also been evaluated. The literature search provides a
good overview of previous studies and the applicability of the results in
standardised methods. The relevant calculations in this research have
been performed exclusively numerically. The aim is to document the
options of asymmetry to be able to decide on the expediency of
application in different cases.
In addition to reviewing the current state of the art, the
investigations performed provide a comprehensive overview of the
determination of single stiffness and tooth root stress of cylindrical
involute gears with external teeth. The calculations shed light on the
9

correlation of the analytical methods widely used in symmetrical cases
with finite element models and explore the options inherent in
asymmetrical profiles.

2. METHOD OF SOLVING THE TASK
The basic condition for the investigation of toothed element
pairs by numerical calculations is the production-relevant modelling of
profile geometry of rims. Maag or Pfauter type machining has been
assumed in deriving the profile geometry. The profile geometries used
for the investigations were derived in a production-relevant manner
using a MATLAB-based program developed by the author.
Abaqus software was used for the simulations performed in this
research. The models used for the analysis of the tooth root stress and
the single stiffness are worth distinguishing from the calculations’ point
of view. The Hertz stress during meshing, considered critical for the
design, can be determined by the models used to calculate stiffness.
The most comprehensive practical applicability was the
primary consideration in determining the investigation method used in
this research. To this end, the models used must fully comply with the
conventions required for an integration into standardised procedures.
Thus the method of treatment allows for a comparison with everyday
procedures.
The numerical calculations performed refer in each case to a
planar state of deformation, in accordance with the most common
practical analytical methods. This is due, among other things, to the fact
that the load distribution of a given gear pair during meshing can only
be determined if their relative spatial position and microgeometric
modifications are known. This design step, however, requires as input
the stiffness of the entire gearbox and the resulting state of deformation
under load. Therefore, the suitability of each element pair for durability
is usually ensured in practice by planar deformation calculations used
in standardised procedures.
In addition to spur gear pairs, the results obtained can also be
applied to helical gears. This is because standardised analytical
procedures deal with changes due to tooth skewness using ”replacement
spur gears” and the introduction of targeted modifiers.
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The geometry of meshing gears is identical in all cases. This
approach is of particular importance for the models used for the
calculation of single stiffness. We can distinguish between a drive side
and a coast side gear in the numerical calculations in each case. The
drive side gear is rigidly fixed at the rim’s inner bore diameter, while
the driving gear is loaded with a given torque at the same diameter
corresponding to the desired specific load. Figure 2.1 shows the general
form of the model thus obtained. The structure and settings of the finite
element model are identical to those of static pulsator tests used in
practice, see also Winter and Podlesnik [Winter, H.83II], when the
deformation of the measuring machine and measuring shafts is
neglected and a perfectly uniform and rigid contact between the hubs
and measuring shafts is assumed.

Figure 2.1 General form of the FE-models
All simulations performed within this research refer to steel-to-steel
element pairs. The contact of the element pairs is defined as a Hertz or
frictionless contact according to practical standards.
The stresses emerging during the simulation are evaluated based on the
critical main stress in accordance with ISO [ISO6336II], [ISO6336III]
and AGMA [AGMA2001], [AGMA218]. The single stiffness is
determined from the base circle length of arc subtended by the angle of
rotation of the driving gear.
Section 3.2 of the thesis gives a detailed overview of the structure
of finite element models. The thesis goes into details of the
11

characteristics of the models used for the determination of tooth root
stress and for the investigation of single stiffness and contact stress.

3. EVALUATION OF RESULTS
Comparing the numerical and analytical values of the nominal contact
stress of cylindrical involute gears with external teeth is of paramount
importance for checking the accuracy of the models. The accurate
mapping of the immediate surrounding of the contact itself is the most
difficult problem in the simulations according to the de Saint-Venant
principle. Figure 3.1 shows that the settings applied enable the obtained
values to approximate each other very closely for both symmetrical and
asymmetrical element pairs. Table 4.1.1 of the thesis provides an
overview of the models used.

Figure 3.1 Correlation of contact stress values
The same average element size is recorded along the entire
profile contour for the applied models, thus the mesh fineness of the
tooth root curve is the same as that in the contact zone. The convergence
of both contact and tooth root stresses and single stiffness was evaluated
as a function of the element size used. Section 4.1 of the thesis presents
the results of the tests to determine the appropriate mesh size.
The extent of the nominal tooth root stress, the position of the
dangerous section, the stress change during meshing and the chosen
asymmetry were evaluated in the course of the investigation of the tooth
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root stress of the gear pairs. Table 4.2.1 of the thesis contains the
characteristics of the gear pair variants used in the calculations and the
nomenclature of the symbols. The following diagrams are intended to
provide insight into the methods of evaluation of the results obtained
using selected examples.
Diagram 3.2 shows the percentage differences in the nominal
tooth root stresses of the selected element pairs according to different
methods. In addition to the maximum numerical tooth root stress, the
evaluation also represents the numerical main stress for the dangerous
section defined by ISO according to the tooth root curve tangents
subtending an angle of 30° with the centreline of the profile.

Figure 3.2 Percentage differences in the nominal tooth root stresses
Figure 3.3 shows the values of angles enclosed by the tooth root
curve tangents of the dangerous section belonging to the outer point B
of single pair gear tooth contact phase or the tip circle contact point A
and the centreline of the profile.
In the case of asymmetrical element pairs, it is worth expressing
the coast side pressure angle as a function of the drive side pressure
angle when evaluating the effect of the coast side pressure angle. As a
result, a series of profiles is obtained that helps illustrate the effect of
the change of each parameter in a transparent way. Thus, the abscissa
of the graphs in the diagrams always shows the coast side pressure angle
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increment vis-à-vis the drive side. Position 0 denotes the symmetrical
element pair in each case.

Figure 3.3 Values of angles enclosed by the tooth root curve tangents
of the dangerous section

Figure 3.4 Change of tooth root stress as a function of asymmetry
Figure 3.4 illustrates the percentage effect of the change in
coast side pressure angle on the drive side tooth root stress in relation
to the symmetrical element pairs. Figure 3.5 shows the angle values as
14

per Figure 3.3 of the dangerous section at the outer point B of single
pair gear tooth contact phase.

Figure 3.5 Change of angle enclosed by the tooth root curve tangents
of the dangerous section as a function of asymmetry

Figure 3.6 Correlation of single stiffness in absolute values
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The investigations performed have compared the finite element
and analytical methods based on the sensitivity of the calculated
maximum single stiffness to changes in geometry. The reason for this
is the theoretical differences between the methods, which are also
described in detail in the thesis. The finite element models of minimum
rim thickness shown in Table 4.3.9 are the only exceptions from this
method of investigation. Figure 3.6 summarises the relevant results.
The parameter sensitivity of the different solutions was
explored systematically by analysing each parameter separately. Figure
3.7 illustrates an example showing the selection of the pressure angle
of symmetrical element pairs. The research also included the following
parameters: the module chosen, the number of teeth, the tooth root
curve, the dedendum factor, the load and the asymmetry applied.
The SRX notation for the rim thickness is understood as the
ratio of number of teeth of a given gear to that of a 35-tooth case
multiplied by the normal module (Equation (3.1)). The [x*m]
dimension on the abscissa in a number of diagrams also refers to this:
SR9 = 9 m z/35 .

(3.1.)

Figure 3.7 Change of single stiffness as a function of pressure angle
Figure 3.7 also suggests that the finite element results can only
be unambiguously evaluated as a function of the chosen rim thickness.
16

This is because the gear body size strongly influences the percentage
dependence of the final single stiffness on the change of partial
deformations. The effect of rim thickness on single stiffness therefore
deserves special attention. Figure 3.8 shows the typical percentage
effect of this parameter on the single stiffness.

Figure 3.8 Typical change of single stiffness as a function of rim
thickness

Figure 3.9 Effect of change of drive and coast side pressure angles on
the single stiffness
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Figure 3.9 shows the results about the effect of asymmetry. The
pattern of the designation of the variants is the same as in Figures 3.4
and 3.5 The calculations have analysed a series of element pairs
representing the effect of separately changing both the drive side and
the coast side pressure angle. The investigations show a good
correlation with the ratio of the effect of the two pressure angles
described by Langheinrich [Langheinr., A.14]. It has been found that a
unit change in the drive side pressure angle of the outer teeth results in
an intensity change about 2.5 times greater than a similar change on the
coast side.

4. THESES ON NEW SCIENTIFIC FINDINGS
1) The position of the dangerous section identified by my numerical
calculations differs from that determined by the ISO 6336 and
AGMA 2001 standards.
a. The investigations performed by myself suggest that the position
of the dangerous section derived by numerical calculations
cannot be attributed to a specific tooth root tangent because its
position strongly depends on geometry and the contact point. Its
position typically lies closer to the root circle than is determined
by the ISO and AGMA standards. An increase in the number of
teeth or pressure angle shifts the dangerous section towards the
root circle, while an increase in the tooth root radius of the
selected basic rack profile shifts it towards the tip circle.
(According to my finite element analysis, the dangerous crosssection corresponds to a tangent with an angle in the range of
35-50° to the centreline of the profile at the outer point of the
single pair gear tooth contact phase and in the range of 25-45°
at the outer point of the gear tooth contact.)
b. My numerical calculations confirm a change in position of the
dangerous section during meshing. However, my numerical
calculations show a considerably smaller shift between the
dangerous section at the outer point of single pair gear tooth
contact (point B) and at the outer point of gear tooth contact
(point A) than the values predicted by AGMA. The extent of shift
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decreases with an increase in pressure angle according to both
methods.
(My finite element analysis shows a 5-11° change of the tangent
of the dangerous section between the contacts in points A and B
at the gear pairs investigated.)
2) The downward shift of the dangerous section identified by my
numerical calculations compared to the ISO 6336 determination
results in an increase in the stress fluctuation in the critical section
during meshing.
a. The stress fluctuation in the dangerous section of my numerical
models can in some cases significantly exceed the maximum 6%
predicted by Hirt [Hirt, M.74] for the ISO determination of the
section position. The fluctuation increases with an increasing
pressure angle coupled with a gradual decrease in the maximum
main stress compared to the value predicted by the ISO standard
according to my numerical calculations. This value is well within
the limit mentioned for the dangerous section according to ISO
6336 – which has also been investigated by Hirt.
b. The increase in stress fluctuation in the dangerous section
obtained from my numerical models can be clearly predicted by
examining the percentage ratio of the difference between the
coast side minimum main stress and the drive side maximum
main stress during meshing to the effective main stress. The
increase of this ratio corresponds to the strengthening of the
stress fluctuation. The size of this ratio can be considered to be
load-independent.
c. The maximum nominal tensile stress in a dangerous section in
my numerical calculations shows a significantly better
correlation with the ISO 6336 standard compared to the AGMA
2001-D04 method. The investigations performed by myself
suggest that the European standard provides a better opportunity
to integrate the maximum critical tooth root stress values
obtained by finite element calculations.
(The permissible stresses specified in the ISO and AGMA
standards show significant differences. Determining the relative
quality of the two methods goes beyond the scope of this
investigation.)
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d. Based on my investigations, it can be said that the numerical
main stress values observed in the dangerous sections determined
by ISO 6336 – for which the section positions are very well
approximated by AGMA 2001-D04 at the outer point of single
pair gear tooth contact phase – do not show a clearly better
approximation with regard to either analytical procedure.
3) The investigations performed by myself suggest that increasing the
coast side pressure angle of the meshed tooth profiles results in a
nearly linear decrease in the nominal tooth root stress.
a. The change in the expected nominal tooth root stress as a
function of the increase of the selected coast side pressure angle
can be considered independent of the drive side pressure angle
according to my numerical calculations.
b. The effect of the tooth root curvature of the chosen basic rack
profile – except in extreme cases – is negligible when estimating
the effect of asymmetry according to my finite element
calculations.
c. Based on my investigations, it can be said that an approximation
of 1%/° can describe with good accuracy the reduction of the
critical tooth root stress at a 1.25 dedendum factor and a 0 profile
shift factor of profiles contacted with 0 backlash as a function of
the coast side pressure angle. This applies to cases with the
number of teeth between 35 and 105 and takes into account the
influence of tooth root curvature and the non-perfect linearity
caused by asymmetry.
d. The investigations performed by myself suggest that the trend
described in point 3/c) can be extended to profiles with different
dedendum factors with a good approximation by taking into
account the dedendum factors by the following formula:
∆𝜎𝐹0[%]ℎ𝑓𝑌 = ∆𝜎𝐹0[%]ℎ𝑓𝑋

ℎ𝑓𝑌
ℎ𝑓𝑋

The displacement of the outer point of a single pair gear tooth
contact phase due to a change of centre distance can also be
investigated in a similar manner.
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4) The investigations performed by myself suggest that an
asymmetrical design of meshed profiles has an effect on stress
fluctuation in the dangerous section.
a. Based on my investigations, it can be said that, although an
increase in the coast side pressure angle results in a small shift of
the drive side critical point towards the root circle, this change is
negligible in practice. Consequently, the position of the
dangerous section of asymmetric variants can be considered to
be the same as that of the symmetrical element pair
corresponding to the drive side pressure angle.
b. My numerical calculations confirm a change in the coast side
pressure angle also affects the critical tooth root stress without
shifting the dangerous section. This is because its increase
decreases the ratio described in point 2/b), which is favourable
for the load capacity of the tooth profile.
5) The investigations performed by myself suggest that the combined
use of single stiffness values obtained from the Weber and
Banaschek equations [Weber, C.55] – taking into account the
modified contact zone deformation according to the measurements
[Winter, H.83II] and the real tooth root shape – or obtained from
ISO6336 [ISO6336I] and gear hub stiffnesses determined
numerically underestimates the real single stiffness of the element
pair.
(The combination of these analytical and numerical methods in
their present form is therefore not suitable for modelling gearbox
vibration.)
6) In the case of element pairs with solid disc hubs, an increase of rim
thickness within a range of smaller rim thicknesses results in a
change of single stiffness that can be considered linear with good
approximation according to my finite element calculations.
However, the trend of change is becoming progressive towards
variants with larger rim thicknesses.
a. I observed that gears with small normal modules and large
pressure angles are the most sensitive to changes in rim
thickness.
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b. In the case of gear pairs with rim thickness proportional to the
number of teeth, the change of single stiffness shows an increase
in intensity towards a smaller number of teeth according to my
finite element calculations.
c. Based on my investigations, it can be said that the slope
difference of the tooth-proportional rim thickness functions for
pairs of elements with different numbers of teeth is the greatest
for large hub thicknesses.
7) The percentage sensitivity of single stiffnesses determined by my
numerical calculations at different rim thicknesses as a function of
pressure angle, module and load is typically within the sensitivity
range delimited by ISO 6336 and the extended Weber and
Banaschek equations [Weber, C.55]. The extended equations take
into account the stiffness of the modified contact zone according
to Winter and Podlesnik’s measurements [Winter, H.83II] and the
real tooth root shape. In contrast, the percentage sensitivities of the
numerical single stiffness to the dedendum factor and the tooth
root radius factor of the basic rack profile do not lie within the
range delimited by the two analytical methods according to my
numerical calculations.
a. The extended Weber and Banaschek equations provide a better
approximation for the analytical description of the pressure angle
dependence of the element pairs with small rim thicknesses
according to my finite element calculations.
b. The equations of ISO 6336 provide a better approximation for
the analytical description of the pressure angle dependence of the
element pairs with full solid disc hubs according to my finite
element calculations.
c. The extended Weber and Banaschek equations provide a better
approximation for the analytical description of the module and
load dependence of the element pairs with small rim thicknesses
according to my finite element calculations.
d. Based on my investigations, it can be said that neglecting the
effect of module and load – specific load ≥ 100 N/mm – on single
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stiffness according to ISO 6336 provides a more accurate
prediction for element pairs with the full solid disc hubs.
e. The investigations performed by myself suggest that the
percentage sensitivity of the finite element models with small rim
thickness to the dedendum factor used can typically be properly
estimated using both analytical methods.
f. The single stiffness determined by my numerical calculations as
a function of the tooth root radius factor of the basic rack profile
typically exceeds the percentage sensitivity shown by the
extended Weber and Banaschek [Weber, C.55] equations that
take into account the modified contact zone deformation
according to the measurements [Winter, H.83II] and the real
shape of the tooth root.
(The ISO 6336 method is insensitive to this parameter.)
i. The trend difference is most significant in the case of gear
pairs with small rim thickness, small number of teeth and
small pressure angle according to my finite element
calculations.
ii. Based on my investigations, it can be said that the difference
between the two procedures is generally only worth
addressing in the case of a drastic – at least 0.1 radius factor
– modification of the tooth root curve.

5. PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESULTS
As far as modern gearboxes are concerned, there is a general need to
continuously increase the transferable power density to match the
increase in other powertrain components. In addition to standardised
definitions, other recommendations for assisting the designer can be of
great help in designing gears to meet ever increasing expectations.
One such typical issue is the investigation of the position of the
effective or dangerous section assigned to the outer point of single pair
gear tooth contact. Knowledge of its exact position, and other
information, may come to the fore when evaluating the residual stress
produced by shot peening to increase the tooth root hardness and tooth
bending strength. This is because the measurements in these
23

investigations are usually performed with regard to the expected
dangerous sections, thereby specifying the quality class achieved. The
results of the finite element simulations performed allow a more
accurate identification of the measurement points, thus facilitating a
more thorough check.
Another interesting issue is the outermost position of the dangerous
section due to its shift during meshing. This feature can serve, for
example, as a reference point when specifying immersion for a fine
machining (grinding, honing, etc.) tool to avoid the formation of a
potential critical stress concentration point. The pre-machining of
powertrain gears often aims at achieving as small an undercut as
possible, and this may result in a not entirely clean run-out of the tool
during fine machining at a later stage. This has the intention of
maximising the tooth bending strength. This kind of tooth root
specification enables the finite element calculations performed to
provide a good basis to specify the maximum tool immersion during
fine machining.
An as accurate description as possible of the position of the effective
dangerous section enables a more precise determination of the nature
and extent of the load change during meshing. The results of this
research about the form of fatigue load can help the designer to properly
consider the relevant approximations applied by the standardised
procedures.
Another current challenge in the development of cylindrical
gears is triggered by the rapidly expanding development of electric
drive chains in the automobile industry. The gear pairs of gearboxes
used here must have outstanding acoustic characteristics. It is of key
significance to understand the limitations of various methods and to
explore the applicability of alternative solutions in order to achieve this
goal.
When analytical methods are used to approximate the vibration
excitation level of individual contacts, the deformation of the gear
bodies can typically only be considered to a limited extent. These
methods properly represent the relative tooth deformation as they
correctly reproduce the relative tooth deformation itself and the gear
body segment in contact with a tooth. Consequently, if the gear body’s
potential deflection is duly considered in the determination of the
teeth’s relative spatial position, analytical methods provide an
24

appropriate tool to map the change of contact parameters during
meshing. A more exact modelling of further deformation of the gear
bodies within the analytical contact analysis carried out in this way does
not provide particular benefit, as it has no particular influence on the
contact line positions on the tooth flanks and the load distribution along
them.
However, the description of the absolute value of single stiffness cannot
entirely rely on the analytical procedures discussed even in the case of
the simplest hubs because of the omissions discussed. Not only do the
analytical methods typically provide different absolute value of
stiffness values, they also show different sensitivities to the parameters
of profile geometry. The finite element investigations performed
indicate the accuracy with which ISO 6336 and the Weber-Banaschek
method extended to current practical applications can estimate the
stiffness change in rims of different thicknesses as a function of
different geometrical parameters.
The studies performed also enable the modelling of the absolute value
of single stiffness of gear pairs. The reason is that the hubs and rims in
contact can be treated as springs connected in series when describing
the stiffness of the contact. The analytical calculations discussed seek
to describe the relative deformation state of the drive side tooth while
disregarding twisting of the entire rim. It seems appropriate to use these
solutions for determining the absolute value of single stiffness if the
torsional stiffness of the rim is known – obtained by a finite element
method for example. However, the finite element calculations
performed indicate that this kind of application of the analytical
calculations investigated, in their current form, underestimates the
single stiffness.
The constant need to reduce the size of gearboxes can in some
cases lead to a major optimisation of gear pairs according to the
direction of rotation. This justifies the investigation of the option of
using asymmetric profiles. Gears designed in this way can provide a
stiffer contact capable of transmitting higher torque at the same design
dimensions, thus having a clear practical potential. The results of the
investigations performed provide a useful basis for the designer to
preliminarily estimate the expected effect of the applied asymmetry
both on tooth bending strength and single stiffness.
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The listed application options illustrate the practical
significance of the described results. It can be seen that even if these
machine elements are considered commonplace in everyday life, there
is a constant need to extend their applicability limits. Growing
expectations pose new challenges to development engineers.
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